PACS. 03.65.Ud -Entanglement and quantum nonlocality.
Boole's "conditions of possible experience" and Pitowsky correlation polytopes. -In the middle of the 19th century the English mathematician George Boole formulated a theory of "conditions of possible experience" (COPE) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . These conditions subsume the consistency requirements satisfied by relative frequencies or probabilities of classical events. They are expressed by certain equations or inequalities. Here, the term "classical" refers to the fact that events can be joined and united by the usual rules of Boolean algebra.
More recently, similar equations for a particular setup relevant in the quantum mechanical context have been discussed by Bell, Clauser&Horne and others [6] [7] [8] [9] . Pitowsky has given a geometrical interpretation of COPE in terms of correlation polytopes [4, 5, 10, 11] . Thereby, the rows of the truth tables of events and their joints are interpreted as vectors in a real linear vector space. A correlation polytope is defined by taking all such vectors and interpreting them as the extreme points of the polytope.
The Minkowski-Weyl representation theorem (e.g., [12, p. 29] ) states that compact convex sets are "spanned" by their extreme points; and furthermore that the representation of this polytope by the inequalities corresponding to the planes of their faces is an equivalent one. Stated differently, every convex polytope has a dual description: either as the convex hull of its vertices (V-representation), or as the intersection of a finite number of half-spaces, each one given by a linear inequality (H-representation). The problem to obtain all inequalities from the vertices of a convex polytope is known as the hull problem. It is computationally hard [11] but recursively enumerable. One solution strategy is the Double Description Method [13] .
The physical interpretation of the inequalities representing the boundaries of the Pitowsky correlation Polytope is this: Any face of the polytope has an "inside" and an "outside," and corresponds to a Boole-Bell type inequality. It can be viewed as a sort of demarcation line, a maximal border, between the classically allowed probabilities and the ones (outside of the polytope) which are inconsistent with a classical description of events as a Boolean algebra and 
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Kolmogorivian probability ansatz. Quantum probabilities exceed the borders of the classical correlation polytopes: they "lie outside." But also quantum probabilities are subject to certain constraints [14] [15] [16] [17] and do not violate the inequalities maximally
As an example, we shall derive the Clauser-Horne (CH) and the Clauser, Horne, Shimony, and Holt (CHSH) inequalities, which must be obeyed by the probability distribution of two particles, whether separated or not. Consider the four events A 1 , A 2 , B 1 , B 2 such as "measurement of the electron spin in the x 1 -direction on particle A yields the value 'up'." A 1 , A 2 correspond to measurements on the first particle, and B 1 , B 2 correspond to measurements on the second particle, Consider further certain joint events
, interpreted as A 1 B 1 ≡"measurement of the electron spin in the x 1 -direction on particle A and in the x 1 -direction on particle B yields the value 'up'." (Here "spin" denotes an arbitrary dichotomic observable which, for the sake of contradiction with quantum mechanics, is assumed to be a classical property.) In order to derive the CH inequalities, we list the 2 4 extreme cases where the probability of the elementary events A 1 , A 2 , B 1 , B 2 are set to be either zero or one in the truth table I, where t(A i ), t(B j ) ∈ {0, 1}. Assume that each of the sixteen rows in the truth table is a vector in an eight dimensional real vector space. Denote by C the convex hull of the sixteen vectors taken as vertices. C is a correlation polytope. Now, let P be any classical probability distribution on the Boolean algebra generated by the events
That is, all classical probability distributions can be represented as elements of one or more faces of the classical correlation polytope C. The faces corresponding to the inequalities are obtained by solving the hull problem; i.e.,
The CH inequality is among (3)- (6) . The CHSH inequality is obtained by inserting the estimates of (2) into (3)- (6) . Much more general examples generating a complete set of BooleBell type inequalities for the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) setup and for the case of two particles and three measurement types per particle have been discussed by Pitowsky and Svozil in [18] . A derivation of Boole-Bell inequalities via the associated Pitowsky correlation polytope is very elegant and convenient. Moreover, it is free from auxiliary observables which could be called "hidden parameters." Those hidden classical parameters might or might not be there, implicitly or implicitly, but they have no influence on the syntax of the proof, nor on its semantic.
Time dependence of Boole-Bell inequalities. -Boole's COPE and hence also all BooleBell type inequalities have no time dependence whatsoever. They just state consistency re-quirements for classical probabilities and correlations of a multiparticle system. Thereby, the particles could, but need not be spatially separated. Indeed, for the rest of this discussion, we shall assume that they are not spatially separated. In such a case, attempts to reproduce quantum-like behaviours by considering certain time dependencies and correlations originating from it must fail: Since the two particles need not be spatially separated and can be measured simultaneously in a particular reference frame, there is needs not be a time difference between measurements in all other relativistic space-time frames. If there is no time difference, there cannot be any time dependence and no correlations originating from them.
The considerations do not make any use of quantum nonlocality, because no spatial distance is involved in the proposed physical setup at all. Rather, it is based on consistency requirements. These consistency requirements must be satisfied by classical particle properties, whether the single particles forming the whole system are spatially or temporally separated or not. Indeed, as long as the dimension of the associated Hilbert space for a quantum system is larger than two, there need not be multiparticle element at all. In that respect, it is very similar to the Kochen-Specker theorem [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and related theorems [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] which were motivated by a theorem of Gleason [30] : A single three-state particle suffices to prove the inconsistency of the quantum mechanical probabilities with classical noncontextual hidden parameter models.
Bringing the entangled particle pair close together is not the most natural thing to do, in particular in the spirit of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) paper [32] , in which spatial separateness is a criterion to assure the impossibility of conspiratorial communication between the parts of the whole. And admittedly, the experimental procedures testing a violation of the classical COPE have so far designed to be spatially extended. This property has not been considered a flaw of the setup but rather an essential feature, although the very early arrangements had problems with the intrinsic time correlations [33] . Just on the opposite, experiments in the past always have attempted to assure spatial separateness between the entangled particles of an EPR-pair (e.g., the Innsbruck experiment [34] ). The same could be argued for experimental tests of the GHZ case involving two particles and a complete, and not merely statistical, contradiction. (Yet, the author finds it hard to comprehend the experimental verification of proofs involving complete contradictions in the one-particle case, such as in the case of the Kochen-Specker theorem.) Thus one way to perceive the argument of Hess and Philipp [35] is the suggestion to look at quantum entanglement between particles which are not spatially separated.
